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CHAPTER I 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background 

Slope analysis in highly plastic clays in embankment and levee slopes has traditionally been 

conducted using peak strengths determined from standard laboratory shear strength tests on 

freshly compacted samples or on relatively undisturbed samples from the field. Using these 

standard peak strength values for cases with slope ratios in the range of 3:1 (3 horizontal to 1 

vertical) to 4:1with vertical heights of 15 to 25 feet typically resulted in calculated factors of 

safety that were well above 1.5 and in many cases were above 2.0, even with the assumption of a 

very high water level in the slopes. However, many of these slopes later fail which implies a 

factor of safety value of approximately 1. This disparity indicates that peak shear strength values 

from standard laboratory shear strength tests are not representative of the long-term soil strength 

in the slopes. It has long been recognized that highly plastic clays and stiff fissured clays may 

become “fully softened” and undergo significant strength loss over time (Skempton 1964). 

However, the use of fully softened strength values in clay slopes has only begun to come into use 

in slope stability analyses in recent years (Duncan et. al 2011).  

Fully softened soils are highly plastic overconsolidated clay soils that lose strength over time due 

to the shrink and swell of the soil during wet and dry cycles, creep, and water infiltration into 

cracks and secondary features.  The fully softened strength of an overconsolidated clay is 
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considerably less than the peak strength and basically the same strength as if the soil were 

normally consolidated (Duncan, et al. 2011).    

The three levels of strength in clays are, in decreasing order, peak strength, fully softened strength 

and residual strength.  This is illustrated best by part (b) of Figure 1, which was created by 

Duncan et al. 2011.  Peak strength is the strength of undisturbed or freshly compacted clay.  Fully 

softened strength is the strength of a soil after the softening process has occurred (Duncan, et al. 

2011).  The shrink and swell associated with wet and dry cycles is often referred to as the 

softening process.  Residual strength is the clay strength after shearing has occurred.   

 

Figure 1 – (a) Stress-displacement curves for overconsolidated and fully softened clay, and 
(b) overconsolidated peak, fully softened peak and residual strength envelopes 
(from CGPR #67 with permission from Virginia Tech) 

 

Fully softened strengths are currently being better recognized and utilized in analysis of shallow 

slope failures in highly plastic clays. The peak fully softened strength is typically being used 

(Duncan et. al 2011, Gregory 2011). However, for many shallow failure conditions in slopes with 

ratios in the range of 3:1 to 4:1 and heights of 15 to 25 feet the analyses require unrealistically 
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high water surfaces (pore pressures) to show failure in the analyses. Consequently, it is believed 

that post-peak fully softened strength values are more realistic for these analyses (Gregory 2011). 

The post-peak fully softened strength values can be selected from stress-deformation curves from 

laboratory strength tests along the portion of the curve past the peak. The use of post-peak fully 

softened shear strength results in more realistic assumptions of pore pressures in slopes that are 

not water retention facilities, such as highway embankments. The use of post-peak fully softened 

strengths also matches overall conditions observed in the field more closely (Gregory, 2012). The 

use of post-peak fully softened shear strength values in stability analysis of shallow slope failures 

in highly plastic clays, and methods of determining and interpreting the magnitudes of the 

appropriate post-peak strength values are the focus of this research.   

As previously stated, the difference in strength can have a huge impact on the analysis of clay 

slopes.  Traditional shallow slope stability analysis using shear strength parameters of fully 

softened soils at peak strength either yields a factor of safety greater than one, or requires the 

assumption of unrealistically high pore pressures to produce a factor of safety of 1 to match actual 

failures in the field. 

It was long believed that slopes that had not ever failed (first-time slides) should be designed 

using fully softened strength and slopes that have experienced some movement should be 

designed using residual strength (Skempton 1977).  However, it has more recently been found 

that “the mobilized shear strength along the failure surface in first-time slides through stiff 

fissured clay with a liquid limit between 50 and 130% can be lower than the fully softened shear 

strength” (Stark, et al. 1997).      

What post-peak strength is appropriate for shallow slope analysis in fully softened soils?  This 

research report begins the discussion on determining which shear strength between fully softened 
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and residual strengths is appropriate to use in slope analysis of shallow slides. “Shallow” slides 

are defined as those that are essentially 10 feet or less in depth (Duncan, et. al 2011). 

Analysis Procedure 

This analysis will focus first on determining the drained residual and fully softened secant angles 

and shear strengths at various normal stress levels using an excel program based on correlations 

developed by Tim Stark, et. al. (1994, 2005).  The correlations base the information on a soil’s 

clay-size fraction and liquid limit.   

Following the determination of secant angles and shear stresses, failure envelopes at drained 

residual and fully softened strengths (FSS) can be generated.  In addition, failure envelopes at 

25%, 50% and 75% increments between residual and fully softened strengths can be generated.  

The post-peak FSS values will be referred to in the remainder of this study as "incremental" FSS 

values.  Power curves created from each failure envelope will provide the a and b coefficients 

needed to complete the power function representation of the nonlinear (curved) strength 

envelopes.  Best fit linear trendlines can also be generated from the failure envelope.  The linear 

trendlines can be used to determine the internal friction angle () and cohesion (c) of each failure 

envelope. 

The resulting power curve coefficients and shear strength parameters can then be used to model a 

2:1 slope, a 3:1 slope and a 4:1 slope using appropriate slope stability analysis software.  The 

slopes will be evaluated at three heights and various pore pressure ratios (described later).  The 

slopes will be analyzed using a curved failure envelope at fully softened strength (100 percent) 

and at 25, 50 and 75 percent of the difference between residual and fully softened strength (see 

Figure 13).   
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Objective 

The objective of this study is to determine what value(s) of incremental FSS is appropriate for 

shallow slope analysis.  By comparing simulated slope conditions to actual field slope conditions, 

conclusions can be drawn as to which conditions and assumptions are realistic.  From these 

conclusions, an appropriate failure envelope somewhere between fully softened and residual 

shear strength can be determined.  This will then facilitate design and analysis of slopes in high 

plasticity clays to more accurately predict factors of safety over the long term when the soil has 

reached fully softened conditions in the shallow zones, and will model the condition of non-

uniform shear strain along the failure surface which will result in the average strength along the 

slip surface being lower than peak fully softened strength. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Published literature on the subject of shallow slope analysis of fully softened soils is not 

extensive.  A relatively small number of papers, most of which are included in the bibliography 

section of this paper, were considered pertinent to this analysis and are discussed in this chapter.  

Two of the most applicable papers were both authored by Dr. Timothy D. Stark of the University 

of Illinois and are summarized below.   

Drained Shear Strength Parameters for Analysis of Landslides 

The most relevant paper to this analysis, and to the data generation for the failure envelopes in 

particular, is a paper by Timothy Stark, Hangseok Choi and Sean McCone (2005).  This paper 

touches on a variety of topics.  First, the need for using drained shear strength parameters for 

residual and fully softened shear strength conditions is presented. 

Next, two laboratory testing programs of torsional ring shear tests are discussed.  The first 

program consisted of 66 clays, mudstones, claystones and shales.  The results of these lab tests 

demonstrated the stress-dependency of the drained residual failure envelope.  The secant residual 

friction angle relationships with liquid limit, clay-size fraction and effective stress were illustrated 

in a figure which was included in the publication and is included as Figure 2.  The second 

program consisted of 36 clays, mudstones, claystones and shales.  The results of these lab tests 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Background 

Slope analysis in highly plastic clays in embankment and levee slopes has traditionally been 

conducted using peak strengths determined from standard laboratory shear strength tests on 

freshly compacted samples or on relatively undisturbed samples from the field. Using these 

standard peak strength values for cases with slope ratios in the range of 3:1 (3 horizontal to 1 

vertical) to 4:1with vertical heights of 15 to 25 feet typically resulted in calculated factors of 

safety that were well above 1.5 and in many cases were above 2.0, even with the assumption of a 

very high water level in the slopes. However, many of these slopes later fail which implies a 

factor of safety value of approximately 1. This disparity indicates that peak shear strength values 

from standard laboratory shear strength tests are not representative of the long-term soil strength 

in the slopes. It has long been recognized that highly plastic clays and stiff fissured clays may 

become “fully softened” and undergo significant strength loss over time (Skempton 1964). 

However, the use of fully softened strength values in clay slopes has only begun to come into use 

in slope stability analyses in recent years (Duncan et. al 2011).  

Fully softened soils are highly plastic overconsolidated clay soils that lose strength over time due 

to the shrink and swell of the soil during wet and dry cycles, creep, and water infiltration into 

cracks and secondary features.  The fully softened strength of an overconsolidated clay is 
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considerably less than the peak strength and basically the same strength as if the soil were 

normally consolidated (Duncan, et al. 2011).    

The three levels of strength in clays are, in decreasing order, peak strength, fully softened strength 

and residual strength.  This is illustrated best by part (b) of Figure 1, which was created by 

Duncan et al. 2011.  Peak strength is the strength of undisturbed or freshly compacted clay.  Fully 

softened strength is the strength of a soil after the softening process has occurred (Duncan, et al. 

2011).  The shrink and swell associated with wet and dry cycles is often referred to as the 

softening process.  Residual strength is the clay strength after shearing has occurred.   

 

Figure 1 – (a) Stress-displacement curves for overconsolidated and fully softened clay, and 
(b) overconsolidated peak, fully softened peak and residual strength envelopes 
(from CGPR #67 with permission from Virginia Tech) 

 

Fully softened strengths are currently being better recognized and utilized in analysis of shallow 

slope failures in highly plastic clays. The peak fully softened strength is typically being used 

(Duncan et. al 2011, Gregory 2011). However, for many shallow failure conditions in slopes with 

ratios in the range of 3:1 to 4:1 and heights of 15 to 25 feet the analyses require unrealistically 
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high water surfaces (pore pressures) to show failure in the analyses. Consequently, it is believed 

that post-peak fully softened strength values are more realistic for these analyses (Gregory 2011). 

The post-peak fully softened strength values can be selected from stress-deformation curves from 

laboratory strength tests along the portion of the curve past the peak. The use of post-peak fully 

softened shear strength results in more realistic assumptions of pore pressures in slopes that are 

not water retention facilities, such as highway embankments. The use of post-peak fully softened 

strengths also matches overall conditions observed in the field more closely (Gregory, 2012). The 

use of post-peak fully softened shear strength values in stability analysis of shallow slope failures 

in highly plastic clays, and methods of determining and interpreting the magnitudes of the 

appropriate post-peak strength values are the focus of this research.   

As previously stated, the difference in strength can have a huge impact on the analysis of clay 

slopes.  Traditional shallow slope stability analysis using shear strength parameters of fully 

softened soils at peak strength either yields a factor of safety greater than one, or requires the 

assumption of unrealistically high pore pressures to produce a factor of safety of 1 to match actual 

failures in the field. 

It was long believed that slopes that had not ever failed (first-time slides) should be designed 

using fully softened strength and slopes that have experienced some movement should be 

designed using residual strength (Skempton 1977).  However, it has more recently been found 

that “the mobilized shear strength along the failure surface in first-time slides through stiff 

fissured clay with a liquid limit between 50 and 130% can be lower than the fully softened shear 

strength” (Stark, et al. 1997).      

What post-peak strength is appropriate for shallow slope analysis in fully softened soils?  This 

research report begins the discussion on determining which shear strength between fully softened 
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and residual strengths is appropriate to use in slope analysis of shallow slides. “Shallow” slides 

are defined as those that are essentially 10 feet or less in depth (Duncan, et. al 2011). 

Analysis Procedure 

This analysis will focus first on determining the drained residual and fully softened secant angles 

and shear strengths at various normal stress levels using an excel program based on correlations 

developed by Tim Stark, et. al. (1994, 2005).  The correlations base the information on a soil’s 

clay-size fraction and liquid limit.   

Following the determination of secant angles and shear stresses, failure envelopes at drained 

residual and fully softened strengths (FSS) can be generated.  In addition, failure envelopes at 

25%, 50% and 75% increments between residual and fully softened strengths can be generated.  

The post-peak FSS values will be referred to in the remainder of this study as "incremental" FSS 

values.  Power curves created from each failure envelope will provide the a and b coefficients 

needed to complete the power function representation of the nonlinear (curved) strength 

envelopes.  Best fit linear trendlines can also be generated from the failure envelope.  The linear 

trendlines can be used to determine the internal friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c) of each failure 

envelope. 

The resulting power curve coefficients and shear strength parameters can then be used to model a 

2:1 slope, a 3:1 slope and a 4:1 slope using appropriate slope stability analysis software.  The 

slopes will be evaluated at three heights and various pore pressure ratios (described later).  The 

slopes will be analyzed using a curved failure envelope at fully softened strength (100 percent) 

and at 25, 50 and 75 percent of the difference between residual and fully softened strength (see 

Figure 13).   
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Objective 

The objective of this study is to determine what value(s) of incremental FSS is appropriate for 

shallow slope analysis.  By comparing simulated slope conditions to actual field slope conditions, 

conclusions can be drawn as to which conditions and assumptions are realistic.  From these 

conclusions, an appropriate failure envelope somewhere between fully softened and residual 

shear strength can be determined.  This will then facilitate design and analysis of slopes in high 

plasticity clays to more accurately predict factors of safety over the long term when the soil has 

reached fully softened conditions in the shallow zones, and will model the condition of non-

uniform shear strain along the failure surface which will result in the average strength along the 

slip surface being lower than peak fully softened strength. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Published literature on the subject of shallow slope analysis of fully softened soils is not 

extensive.  A relatively small number of papers, most of which are included in the bibliography 

section of this paper, were considered pertinent to this analysis and are discussed in this chapter.  

Two of the most applicable papers were both authored by Dr. Timothy D. Stark of the University 

of Illinois and are summarized below.   

Drained Shear Strength Parameters for Analysis of Landslides 

The most relevant paper to this analysis, and to the data generation for the failure envelopes in 

particular, is a paper by Timothy Stark, Hangseok Choi and Sean McCone (2005).  This paper 

touches on a variety of topics.  First, the need for using drained shear strength parameters for 

residual and fully softened shear strength conditions is presented. 

Next, two laboratory testing programs of torsional ring shear tests are discussed.  The first 

program consisted of 66 clays, mudstones, claystones and shales.  The results of these lab tests 

demonstrated the stress-dependency of the drained residual failure envelope.  The secant residual 

friction angle relationships with liquid limit, clay-size fraction and effective stress were illustrated 

in a figure which was included in the publication and is included as Figure 2.  The second 

program consisted of 36 clays, mudstones, claystones and shales.  The results of these lab tests 
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demonstrated the stress-dependency of the drained fully softened failure envelope.  The secant 

fully softened friction angle relationships with liquid limit, clay-size fraction and effective stress 

were illustrated in a figure which was presented in the publication and is included as Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2 – Secant Residual Friction Angle Relationships with Liquid Limit, Clay-Size 
Fraction and Effective Stress (from Stark 2005 with permission from ASCE)      

                   

 

Figure 3 - Secant Fully Softened Friction Angle Relationships with Liquid Limit, Clay-Size 
Fraction and Effective Stress (from Stark 2005 with permission from ASCE) 
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Subsequently, empirical equations for drained residual and fully softened shear strength failure 

envelopes are presented.  These correlations have become widely accepted in the profession.  The 

equations are based on clay-size fraction, liquid limit and normal stress.  The equations are 

included in Chapter IV of this report.  The correlation for the drained residual strength updated 

Stark’s original correlation from 1994.  From these empirical relationships, Stark and Hussein 

later created an Excel spreadsheet program utilizing the equations (2010).  The spreadsheet 

generates residual and fully softened strength failure envelope data based on inputs of clay-size 

fraction, liquid limit and normal stress.  The Excel program is discussed further in Chapter IV.  

Discussions pertaining to the reasoning behind using an effective stress cohesion equal to zero for 

residual and fully softened shear strength conditions, the effect of ball-milling samples versus 

nonball-milling on the empirical equations, the effect of preparation procedures on index 

properties, the difference between friction angles of residual and fully softened at various liquid 

limits and the “healing” of shear surfaces were also included in the Stark paper. 

Slope Stability Analysis in Stiff Fissured Clays 

A paper entitled “Slope Stability Analysis in Stiff Fissured Clays”, which was authored by Tim 

Stark and Hisham Eid (1997), provided insight to how progressive slope failure may occur.  The 

paper reports that “fully softened shear strength is stress-dependent and related to the type of clay 

mineral and quantity of clay-size particles”.  The report presents evidence that for first-time slides 

in stiff fissured clay with liquid limits between 41 and 130 percent, the shear strength of the soil 

which is actually mobilized during failure can be less than the fully softened shear strength.  

“The mobilized shear strength along the failure surface in first-time slides 

through stiff fissured clay with a liquid limits between 50 and 130% can be lower 

than the fully softened shear strength.  A study of 14 first-time slides through 

stiff fissured clay suggests that the mobilized shear strength can be as low as the 
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average between the fully softened and residual shear strengths.  Additional case 

histories should be located and the effect of other geological factors, such as 

fissure spacing and bedding existence, should be studied to verify this 

conclusion.” 

Drained Residual Strength of Cohesive Soils 

A paper by Timothy Stark and Hisham Eid (1994) entitled “Drained Residual Strength of 

Cohesive Soils” presents laboratory test data which illustrates the nonlinearity of drained residual 

strength envelopes.  The paper also introduces the drained residual strength correlation, which is 

the predecessor to Stark’s 2005 drained residual strength correlation. Torsional ring shear tests 

were performed on 32 clay and clayshale samples.  The test results showed that the drained 

residual strength lowered with increasing liquid limit and/or activity.  Liquid limit and activity are 

related to the mineralogy of the clay and claystone samples.  

 The results showed that the drained residual failure envelopes were, in fact, nonlinear and that 

the nonlinearity was more pronounced in clays with higher liquid limits and activities.   

The paper goes on to explain how clay size fraction, liquid limit and particle behavior are related.   

These relationships lead to either a linear or nonlinear drained residual failure envelope.  The 

clay-size fraction (CSF), liquid limit (LL) and drained residual failure envelope linearity were 

presented in the paper as shown in Table 1.   

Table 1 – CSF, LL and Residual Failure Envelope Linearity 

Non-Linear Failure Envelope 
CSF < 45% 

CSF > 50%, LL < 60 
CSF > 50%, LL > 220 

Linear Failure Envelope 
CSF > 50%, 60 < LL < 220  
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Prior to this Stark paper, a constant linear failure envelope was used, which produced a constant 

phi and c.  Stark’s new drained residual strength correlation models nonlinear residual failure 

envelopes by using a drained residual friction angle based on clay-size fraction, liquid limit and 

effective normal stress.  The correlation was presented as a way to estimate “the nonlinear 

residual failure envelope by using a residual friction angle that corresponds to the average 

effective normal stress on the critical slip surface”. 

The study used the new correlation to estimate the factors of safety for several field case histories.  

The paper discusses two of the field case histories and the associated factors of safety obtained 

using the Stark correlation.  Further, factors of safety were calculated for the two field case 

histories using previously established empirical correlations.  The previously established 

correlations had been presented by a multitude of other engineers and all only used one soil index 

property.  The resulting factors of safety illustrate that the previously established empirical 

correlations either over or underestimated the factor of safety.  Stark’s correlation resulted in 

factors of safety of 1.02 and 1.04.   

CGPR #67 

A relevant publication to this analysis was a report of a study performed by the Virginia Tech 

Center for Geotechnical Practice and Research (CGPR).  It was entitled “Report of the Workshop 

in Shear Strength for Stability of Slopes in Highly Plastic Clays” and was authored by J. Michael 

Duncan, Thomas Brandon and Daniel Vandenberge (2011).  Dr. Garry Gregory was an invited 

participant and significant contributor to this workshop.  The purpose of the workshop was to 

bring together by invitation only a select group of highly experienced geotechnical engineers to 

discuss the practice of using fully softened strengths for the analysis of clay slopes and other 

related issues.  The discussion most applicable to this analysis was the discussion regarding the 

use of fully softened strength in stability analyses.  Among other topics, this discussion included 
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dialog concerning the use of curved strength envelopes and the possibility of progressive failure 

in stiff clays. 

Based on the workshop’s report, a linear failure envelope based on peak strength values from 

conventional (non-fully softened) laboratory tests for slope stability analyses in highly plastic 

clays is far from accurate.  A linear envelope does not accurately model the FSS failure envelope 

because the friction angle actually varies with normal stress.  If a linear envelope is used in lieu of 

a curved envelope, the strengths at low and high normal stresses would be too high and the 

moderate stresses would be too low.  Likewise, the critical slip surfaces between linear and 

curved failure envelopes are different.  The relative positions of critical failure surfaces associated 

with different strength representations was reproduced from the above-referenced report and is 

included here as Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 – Relative Positions of Critical Failure Surfaces Associated with Different Strength 
Representations (from CGPR #67 with permission from Virginia Tech) 
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Progressive failure is briefly discussed as a possible phenomenon in stiff clays.  This may occur 

as a result of the peak shear strength along the failure plane being mobilized at different rates.  As 

a result, progressive failure occurs. 

The workshop report also included an Appendix (Appendix A) by Dr. Stephen Wright.  The 

appendix discusses the importance of defining and using the fully softened shear strength 

envelope in the analysis of low slopes and shallow slides.  Wright suggests that defining lower 

stresses than what is typically used in laboratory testing may be useful.  The power curve function 

shown below is presented as a method to define curved shear strength failure envelopes.   

𝝉 = 𝒂 ∗  𝒑𝒂 �
𝝈′

𝒑𝒂
�
𝒃
 

   where: τ   = shear strength 
    pa = atmospheric pressure 
    σ’ = normal effective stress on the failure plane 
    a and b = empirical dimensionless coefficients 
 
 
   
Additional Papers 

Additional papers were reviewed and are included in the bibliography of this report.  The papers 

covered a variety of topics, which were indirectly related to the topic of this report.  Topics 

involved methods of measuring drained residual and fully softened strength, the back analysis of 

slope failures, changes in shear strength from previous slides, reasons for strength loss in clays 

and modeling fully softened levees.  All of the additional papers reviewed were informative, but 

were not as relevant to this project as the papers summarized in this chapter. 

 

(2.1) 
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CHAPTER III 
 

 

REVIEW OF LABORATORY RESULTS 

 

Gregory Test Data 

No actual laboratory testing was performed as a part of this study. However, Dr. Gregory 

provided  results of four direct shear tests on fully-softened clay specimens. The soil used in these 

tests had liquid limit values very similar to the 78 liquid limit value from the Stark data that was 

used for the slope stability analyses in this study. The clay-size fraction (CSF) of all four soils 

also matched closely with the CSF of 60 used in the slope stability analyses. The liquid limit 

values (converted to the Stark LL values) ranged from 75 to 83.  Sample preparation methods 

used to produce the fully softened specimens are discussed later. 

Each of these direct shear tests consisted of a 3-specimen series, making a total of 12 individual 

specimens tested. Each test series was conducted at normal stress values of 10, 20, and 40 psi for 

each of the three specimens, respectively. Subsequently, failure stress points for each specimen in 

each test series were selected at the peak of the stress-strain curves to produce peak fully softened 

strength values. Also, failure stress points were selected from the stress-strain curves near the 

inflection point past the peak value to produce post-peak fully softened strength values, as shown 

in Figure 5.  These post-peak failure points were between 0.25 and 0.3 inches of deformation in 

the direct shear tests (Gregory 2011). 
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Figure 5 - Peak and Post-Peak Failure Points (Not to Scale) 

 

The peak stress points were used to produce a power-curve fit to the data points and obtain the a 

and b coefficients for peak fully softened strength and the post-peak stress points were used to 

produce a power-curve fit to the data points to obtain the a and b coefficients for post-peak fully 

softened strength. The values of the failure stress points at both peak and post-peak values were 

averaged together for the four test series to produce individual averaged points for the peak and 

post-peak conditions. These averaged points and related power curves along with power curves of 

the Stark correlations are presented in Figure 6.  As can be seen, the Gregory peak fully softened 

stress points and related power curves match well with the Stark correlations. Also, the Gregory 

post-peak stress points and related power curves are about 50 to 75 percent of the way between 

residual and peak fully softened strengths. 

 Peak Failure Point 

 Post-Peak Failure Point 

Deformation -Inches 

τ’ 
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Figure 6 - Gregory Direct Shear Results Compared to Stark Program Results 

  

Sample Preparation for the Gregory Tests 

The samples for the Gregory direct shear tests were prepared using what Gregory referred to as 

Slurry Processed Normally Consolidated (SPNC) preparation (Gregory 2011). This method 

consists of sieving the sample through the number 40 US sieve, then hand mixing the sample with 

distilled water to produce a mixture that is about the consistency of a thick milk-shake and is 

essentially at the Liquid Limit. Each specimen is then placed into a pre-consolidation mold of the 

same diameter as the direct shear box (2.5-inches in this case) but approximately 4-inches in 

height, using a spatula to initially compress the soil slurry (paste) into the mold. The specimen is 

then consolidated under the same normal stress that will be used in the direct shear device. The 

specimen cannot be initially consolidated in the direct shear box as a practical matter since the 

large magnitude of primary settlement of the specimen would place the final top of the specimen 

near or even below the shear plane between the top and bottom halves of the shear box. The 

SPNC process is illustrated in the photographs in Figure 7 through Figure 11 provided by Dr. 
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Gregory. Once the specimen has reached the end of primary consolidation it is carefully extruded 

from the pre-consolidation mold directly into the direct shear box and trimmed in length as 

required. The extruded specimen in the photograph is the remaining portion that was extruded 

from the mold after the required portion had been extruded directly into the shear box and 

trimmed in length. 

 

Figure 7 - SPNC Device for a 2.5” Direct Shear Specimen 

  

 

Figure 8 - SPNC Specimen 
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Figure 9 - SPNC Specimen Placement in Device 

 

 

 

Figure 10 - Consolidating SPNC Direct Shear Specimen 
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Figure 11 - Extruded SPNC Specimen 

 

Stark Test Data 

Dr. Timothy Stark, as discussed in Chapter II and throughout this report, performed a large 

number of laboratory tests on fully softened specimens.  Based on the Stark publications that 

were reviewed, the actual number of tests performed is unclear.  However, it is known that there 

is a large amount of test data from tests performed on 32 samples of clays and clayshales at 

normal stresses of 1,045, 2,089, 8,356 and 14,623 psf for residual samples and at 1,045, 2,089 

and 8,356 psf for fully softened samples.  This large database of test results was used in this 

analysis. 

Correlation of Laboratory Shear Strains and Field Shear Strains 

Post-peak failure stress points taken near the inflection portion of the stress-deformation curves 

from direct shear tests (Figure 5) typically occur at about 0.2 to 0.3 inches of deformation 

(Gregory 2011). Considering an average of 0.25 inches of deformation and assuming that the 

average thickness of the shear surface in the direct shear test is about 0.1 inches, this would 

produce a decimal shear strain of 2.5. The 0.1 inch average shear surface thickness in the direct 
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shear test is based upon observation of dissected direct shear specimens following completion of 

the tests. Based upon observations of dissected shear surfaces in the field the thickness of the 

shear zone is typically in the range of 0.5 inches to 1 inch (Gregory 1998, 2011). Accordingly, the 

deformation along the shear surface in the field required to reach the same post-peak failure stress 

as experienced in the laboratory is about 1.25 inches to 2.5 inches. This magnitude of movement 

has been observed many times in the field prior to failure, based upon observed movements and 

tension cracks near the slope crest and in inclinometer measurements. Therefore, post-peak fully 

softened strengths should be considered applicable under these conditions. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 

DATA ANALYSIS AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

 

The data analysis portion of this project began with determining the residual and fully softened 

strength failure envelopes for soils of various clay-size fractions and liquid limits.  The failure 

envelopes were developed using an Excel® program based on a correlation developed by Tim 

Stark, et al. (2005) as discussed in the introduction to this study.  Additional failure envelopes 

were developed using a power curve fit in Excel at 25, 50 and 75 percent increments between the 

residual and fully softened values.  The strength failure envelopes were also used to establish 

internal friction (φ) and cohesion (c) values for each soil type using a linear Mohr-Coulomb 

envelope.  After the failure envelopes were interpolated, they were used in slope analysis to 

determine the pore water pressure that would produce a factor of safety value of approximately 1 

(failure) at the 25, 50, 75 and 100% fully softened strength values. These analyses were then used 

to evaluate the incremental FSS values that produced the most realistic water levels in the slopes. 

Roadway embankment slopes are frequent casualties of shallow slope failure.  Case histories 

from the project files of Dr. Gregory were used to model roadway-type embankments of 

predominantly 3:1 and 4:1 slopes with heights ranging between 15 and 25 feet. 
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Failure Envelope Development 

An Excel program entitled “Drained Residual and Fully Softened Secant Angles and Shear 

Stresses” was created in 2010 by Stark and Huusain and is based on drained residual and fully 

softened strength correlations developed by Stark, et al. (2005).  This program was used to create 

failure envelopes for soils of various clay-size fractions, liquid limit and normal stress values.  

The program was provided by Tim Stark for this analysis.  Information pertaining to the basis of 

the correlation and, hence, the program, are included in Chapter II of this report.   

The Stark program allows two input values: clay-size fraction and liquid limit.  From these input 

values, the secant friction angle and the shear strength are calculated at the programmed normal 

stresses of 1,045, 2,089, 8,356 and 14,623 psf for residual samples and at 1,045, 2,089 and 8,356 

psf for fully softened strength.  Drained residual and fully softened strength failure envelopes are 

also generated but are based on a smooth curve fit rather than a power curve fit.  Therefore, 

power curve coefficients are not available directly from the program output.   

Stark’s clay-size fraction and liquid limit values differ from the traditional American Society for 

Testing and Materials (ASTM) International’s clay-size fraction and liquid limit.  The ASTM 

clay-size fraction and liquid limit values were converted to Stark’s values in order to utilize 

Stark’s program.  Stark tested samples and correlated the ball-milled (Stark) results to the ASTM 

results (Stark et al. 2005).    An equation relating the Stark clay-size fraction and the ASTM clay 

fraction was used directly to obtain the ASTM clay-size fraction from the Stark clay-size fraction.  

The equation is shown below (Stark et al. 2005).  The results are listed in Table 2. 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝐶𝑆𝐹
𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐶𝑆𝐹

= 0.0003(𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐶𝑆𝐹)2 − 0.037(𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐶𝑆𝐹) +  2.254 

An equation relating the Stark liquid limit and the ASTM liquid limit was used indirectly to 

obtain the Stark liquid limit from the ASTM liquid limit.  The equation is shown below (Stark et 

(4.1) 
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al. 2005).  This equation yields an average multiplier of approximately 1.3, which was used to 

obtain the Stark liquid limit from the ASTM liquid limit.  The results are listed in Table 2.   

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝐿𝐿
𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐿𝐿

= 0.003(𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐿𝐿) +  1.23 

This analysis used Stark’s clay-size fraction and liquid limit values.  

Table 2 – Difference in Stark and ASTM Clay-Size Fraction and Liquid Limit Values 

Stark 
CSF 

ASTM 
CSF 

Stark     
LL 

ASTM 
LL 

20 11 26 20 
20 11 52 40 
40 30 39 30 
40 28 52 40 
40 28 65 50 
40 28 78 60 
40 28 104 80 
60 44 65 50 
60 44 78 60 
60 44 104 80 

 

The disparity between Stark and ASTM clay-size fraction and liquid limit values can be attributed 

to a difference in sample preparation prior to liquid limit testing.  Stark ball-milled the soil 

samples used in the correlation to disaggregate the soil particles (Stark 2005).  The ASTM 

method calls for no pulverization in the wet method and for a mortar and rubber-tipped pestle (or 

another method which does not disaggregate the sample) for pulverization in the dry method 

(ASTM 2010).  Stark later concluded that ball milling is not necessary unless specifically looking 

for shear strength parameters of disaggregated material (2011).    

The Stark program classified soil into three “groups”.  The groups are defined in a note within the 

program and as shown in Table 3. The limitations imposed by the grouping of soils are due to the 

(4.2) 
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liquid limits and clay-size fractions of the samples used in Stark’s analysis (Stark et al. 2005), 

which led to the correlations the program is based upon.    

Table 3 – Group Number Classification 

Group 
Number 

Clay-size Fraction 
(CSF) 

Liquid Limit       
(LL)  

Minimum Maximum 

Residual Strength 
1 CSF ≤ 20% 24 79 
2 20% ≤ CSF ≤ 45% 30 130 
3 50 ≤ CSF 40 300 

Fully Softened Strength 
1 CSF ≤ 20% 24 79 
2 20% ≤ CSF ≤ 45% 30 130 
3 50 ≤ CSF 30 300 

 

For this analysis, a series of clay-size fraction and liquid limit combinations were chosen.  The 

combinations were chosen by selecting combinations that would produce different results and be 

classified into the three different groups.  There were a few combinations chosen that produced 

the same results as other combinations.  These were excluded from the remainder of the analysis.  

The different combinations of clay-size fractions and liquid limits used in this analysis are 

summarized in Table 4.     
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Table 4 – CSF, LL and Group Number of Soils Used in Analysis 

Clay-Sized 
Fraction 

(CSF) 

Liquid 
Limit           
(LL) 

Group 
Number 

20 26 1 
20 52 1 
40 39 2 
40 52 3 
40 65 3 
40 78 2 
40 104 2 
60 65 3 
60 78 3 
60 104 3 

 

The values listed in Table 4 were entered into the Stark program to obtain drained residual and 

fully softened strength parameters for further analysis.  A screenshot of the Stark program is 

included in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 – Screenshot of Stark’s Excel Program 
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After entering the drained residual and fully softened shear strength results into a spreadsheet 

developed by the author of this study, the values were converted from kilopascals (kPa) to pounds 

per square foot (psf).  Conversion factors between SI and English units are included in Appendix 

B.  Results from the Stark program are summarized in Appendix C.  The results were then used to 

generate residual and fully softened strength failure envelopes for the soils with various clay-size 

fractions and liquid limits.  Additional failure envelopes were developed at 25, 50 and 75 percent 

increments between the residual and fully softened values.    

Power curves were created from each failure envelope.  These power curves provided the a and b 

coefficients needed to complete the power function representation of the nonlinear (curved) 

strength envelopes.  An example of the plotted failure envelopes and generated power functions 

for each failure envelope is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 – Example of Failure Envelope Plots and Power Curve Generation 
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The power function representing the curved strength envelope was introduced by Lade (2010) 

and was more recently presented by Wright (Duncan, et al. 2011).  The power function equation 

is shown below.   

𝝉𝒊 = 𝒂 ∗  𝝈𝒊𝒃 

where: τi = shear strength 
 σi = normal effective stress on the failure plane 
 a and b = empirical dimensionless coefficients 

 

The power curve is the best fit for non-linear shear strength failure envelopes.  For fully softened 

soils, it is assumed that cohesion is (or is very close to) zero when no normal stress is present.  

This indicates that the beginning of the failure curve goes through the origin (x=0, y=0) and is 

one example of why the shear strength failure envelopes are known to be curved.  The power 

curve equation is beneficial for determining shear strength at stresses less than 1 psf all the way 

up to high stresses (Duncan, et al. 2011).  It is difficult and time-consuming to perform shear 

strength testing on soil at very low stresses.   

The a and b coefficients of each soil combination are included in Appendix D, along with the 

power curve equations and R2 values.  The R2 values are all equal to or very close to 1.  This is 

due to two things.  First, the data used to create the power curves (Stark’s data) consists of all 

averaged values.  Second, the power curves are only based on 3 to 4 points, which increases the 

degree of accuracy in the curve’s fit.  The a and b coefficients for the curved strength envelopes 

were used to model shallow slope failures using GEOSTASE® software (Gregory 2005, 2012).   

Determination of φ and c 

The residual and fully softened strength failure envelopes were also used to establish internal 

friction (φ) and cohesion (c) values for each envelope.   

(4.3) 
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After developing failure envelopes for residual, fully softened and 25, 50 and 75 percent 

incremental fully softened strengths, the data which would take the failure envelopes through the 

origin at x=0, y=0 were edited.  The resulting data started the failure envelopes just off of the 

origin at x=0.1, y=0.1 to accommodate this requirement in Excel for power curves.  Then a best 

fit linear trendline was created for each failure envelope.  The equation for the linear trendline is 

shown below. 

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏 

In this case, the y-intercept, b, was equal to the soil’s cohesion (c).  The inverse tangent (tan-1) of 

the slope, m, was equal to the internal friction angle of the soil.  An example of the generated 

linear trendlines for each failure envelope and the internal friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c) 

values obtained from the linear trendline equations are shown in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14 – Example of Linear Trendline Generation and Resulting φ and c Values 
 

These shear strength parameters were entered into the GEOSTASE input for the analysis of the 

slopes, but were not actually used by the program.  The GEOSTASE program used the power 

(4.4) 
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curve coefficients to analyze the slopes.  The internal friction angle and cohesion of each soil 

combination are included in Appendix D, along with the linear trendline equations and R2 values.  

The R2 values are all equal to or very close to 1.  This is due to two things, similar to R2 values 

for the a and b coefficients.  First, the data used to create the trendlines (Stark’s data) consists of 

all averaged values.  Second, the trendlines are only based on 3 to 4 points, which increases the 

degree of accuracy in the line’s fit.  The internal friction angle and cohesion of each soil 

combination can be used in other analyses and is included in Appendix D. 

Slope Model Development 

Slope ratios of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical (2:1), 3:1 and 4:1 with heights of 15, 25 and 35 feet were 

entered into the GEOSTASE software to be used in the slope analysis.  These slope criteria, along 

with the a and b coefficients for curved failure envelopes, the estimated internal friction angle (φ) 

and the estimated cohesion (c) were entered into GEOSTASE to be evaluated for slope stability. 

The φ and c values from the linear trendline fit are not actually used in GEOSTASE when the 

curved strength option is selected. However, the program requires that these values be entered. 

The slope analysis criteria were entered into GEOSTASE through a series of input screens, 

including profile, soil, water and analysis method.  An example of the soil parameter input screen 

is shown in Figure 15.  The ru value on the soil parameter screen was the variable used in the 

analysis to model the pore pressure magnitude present in each slope.  An example of the soil 

parameter input screen is shown in Figure 15.  The ru value on the soil parameter screen was the 

variable used in the analysis to model the amount of saturation present in each slope.   
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Figure 15 - GEOSTASE Soil Parameter Input Screen Example 

 

Following the profile, soil and water data input, a profile of the slope can be generated.  This 

profile preview allows the user to check that the information entered yields the intended profile.  

An example of the GEOSTASE-generated profile for the 4:1 slope at 25 foot height that was used 

in this analysis is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 – GEOSTASE Slope Profile Example 

 

After the profile is complete, the analysis data can be entered into the analysis method screen.  

For this analysis, the Spencer method was used because this method satisfies both force and 

moment equilibrium.  The GEOSTASE program actually uses the General Limit Equilibrium 

(GLE) method which encompasses both the Spencer and Morgenstern-Price methods depending 

on which side force function is chosen for variation of the angle of side force application on the 

sides of each slice. GEOSTASE includes an option of running the Modified (Simplified) Bishop 

method in the background to establish the first estimate of the factor of safety (F) value for input 

into the Spencer method.  When this option is chosen, the calculated Bishop F is included as a 
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single line in the output. However, that option was not used in this analysis and accordingly the 

Bishop F is listed as zero in the text output.  This does not allude to a difference between the two 

methods, but simply that the Bishop method option was not utilized. 

The failure surface initiation points for all of the slopes was set at the toe of the slope.  The failure 

surface typically exits at the toe or very near the toe for the slope conditions considered in this 

study. The failure surface termination points for all of the slopes was set to 5 feet on either side of 

the crest of the slope.  The terms “initiation” and “termination” referenced above refer to how the 

trial surfaces are generated within the program and do not relate to how the slope actually fails in 

the field. In all initial analyses 1,000 trial surfaces were generated in a systematic manner to 

“search” for the most critical surface (lowest F) in each analysis.  An example of the GEOSTASE 

analysis method input screens are included in Figure 17 and Figure 18.  Figure 17 is an example 

of the Bishop and Janbu analysis input screen and Figure 18 is an example of the general limit 

equilibrium (GLE) analysis input screen.  The GLE method was used in this analysis, but the 

circular and random multi-surface data in the Bishop and Janbu screen are required to perform the 

GLE analysis. 
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Figure 17 – GEOSTASE Bishop and Janbu Analysis Input Screen Example 

 

Figure 18 – GEOSTASE GLE Analysis Input Screen Example 
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After determining the critical surface from the initial analysis, it was imported and analyzed as a 

single surface to illustrate the failure more clearly.  Also, additional data such as the base stresses 

and side forces are output for a single surface.  The resulting single surface plots are included in 

Appendix E.   Subsequent to entering all of the data and analysis method parameters, the slope is 

ready to be analyzed in the program. 

Slope Analysis 

Three slope ratios with three slope heights each were evaluated using GEOSTASE software.  The 

soil used for all of the analyses had a clay-size fraction of 60 and a liquid limit of 78 (based on 

the Stark parameters).  The clay-size fraction and liquid limit values were chosen to best represent 

a typical slope failure situation and the case histories from Dr. Gregory’s files.   

In each case, the slope’s curved phi soil input was changed to use the a and b coefficients 

obtained from the power curve of the Stark results for each failure envelope (25, 50, 75 and 100% 

increments between residual and fully softened strength).  Additionally, the internal friction angle 

(φ) and cohesion (c) values that were obtained from the linear trendline of the Stark results for 

each failure envelope were also entered into GEOSTASE, although these values are not used in 

the analysis as previously explained. 

The ru value on the soil parameter input screen was varied to simulate different slope saturation 

levels until the factor of safety for the analysis was very near or equal to 1.  The ru variable is the 

pore pressure ratio.  A pore pressure ratio (ru) of 0.5 indicates full saturation with the water 

surface at the surface of the slope with horizontal seepage and is an extreme case that is not 

believed to be common in actual field cases based upon experience and observation.  Pore 

pressure ratios less than 0.5 can be interpreted as representing a water surface below the slope 

surface somewhere between the failure surface and ground surface.   
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The pore pressure ratio was first developed by Bishop and Morgenstern in 1960 (Duncan, et al. 

2005) and was expressed as 

𝑟𝑢 = 𝑢
𝛾𝑧

 

   where: u = pore pressure 
    γ = unit weight of the soil 
    z = vertical depth of failure surface below slope face 
 

 

This equation can be generalized to represent different seepage situations, such as for seepage 

parallel to the slope and horizontal  (Duncan, et al. 2005).  Both of these situations are illustrated 

in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 – Infinite Slope with Seepage (a) parallel to the slope face; (b) horizontal        
(after Duncan, et al. 2005) 

    

 

 

(4.5) 
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The pore pressure ratio equation can be expressed for both parallel and horizontal flow as 

(Duncan, et al. 2005) 

𝑟𝑢 =  𝛾𝑤
𝛾
∗  ℎ𝑤

ℎ
∗  𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛽 

where: γw = unit weight of water (62.4 pcf) 
    γ   = unit weight of the soil 
    hw = height of water above failure surface 
    h   = vertical depth of failure surface below slope face 
    β   = direction of seepage flow from horizontal 
 

The direction of seepage flow measured from horizontal is represented by β.  When the seepage 

flow is parallel to the slope face, β is equal to the slope angle.  When the seepage flow is 

horizontal, β is equal to zero. 

For a worst-case scenario, horizontal flow at the ground surface should be assumed.  In this case, 

hw will be equal to h   � ℎ𝑤
ℎ

= 1 �   and β will be equal to zero.  This reduces the expression for 

pore pressure ratio to   

𝑟𝑢 =  𝛾𝑤
𝛾

 

For this analysis, the worst-case scenario yields a pore pressure ratio of 0.4992, which is 

essentially 0.5.  The pore pressure ratios required to attain factors of safety equal to 1, or 

approximately 1, are included in the GEOSTASE results in Table 5 

Following the entry of pore pressure ratios, the GEOSTASE analysis can be run using analysis 

methods as described in the previous section of this report.  An example of the GEOSTASE 

output plot for a single-surface analysis is provided in Figure 20.   

(4.7) 

(4.6) 
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Figure 20 - GEOSTASE Output Example 

 

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5.  All pertinent GEOSTASE results from all 

analyses, both graphical and text, are included in Appendix E.   

The hw/h ratio represents the percentage of slice height that is under water.  The slice height is 

the vertical distance between the failure surface (center of slice base) and the slope face (ground 

surface).  The hw/h ratio is relevant to this analysis because it simulates groundwater conditions 

and pore pressure.  For example, a hw/h ratio greater than one would indicate that the slope is 

under water and a hw/h ratio of 0.5 would indicate that 50 percent of the slice height is under 
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water.  This ratio can be used to judge whether the pore pressure conditions in the analysis would 

be realistic in the field at the time of failure. This is discussed further in Chapter V. 

 

Table 5 – Slope Analysis Results 

Slope 
(H:V) 

Height 
(feet) 

% 
Strength* 

Pore 
Pressure 

Ratio,           
ru 

Factor of 
Safety 

hw/h       

Horizontal 
Flow 

Parallel 
Flow 

3:1 15 100 0.34 1.008 0.68 0.76 

  
75 0.28 1.002 0.56 0.62 

  
50 0.19 1.007 0.38 0.42 

  
25 0.07 1.005 0.14 0.16 

3:1 25 100 0.31 1.009 0.62 0.69 

  
75 0.24 1.005 0.48 0.56 

  
50 0.14 1.007 0.28 0.31 

  
25 0.00 1.002 0.00 0.00 

3:1 35 100 0.00 0.995 0.00 0.00 

  
75 0.00 0.894 0.00 0.00 

4:1 15 100 0.50 1.013 1.00 1.06 

  
75 0.46 0.992 0.92 0.98 

  
50 0.39 0.998 0.78 0.83 

  
25 0.29 1.005 0.58 0.62 

4:1 25 100 0.48 1.007 0.96 1.02 

  
75 0.43 0.994 0.86 0.92 

  
50 0.35 1.000 0.70 0.75 

  
25 0.24 1.002 0.48 0.51 

4:1 35 100 0.47 0.996 0.94 1.00 

  
75 0.41 0.994 0.82 0.87 

  
50 0.32 1.005 0.64 0.68 

  
25 0.20 1.005 0.40 0.43 

2:1 15 100 0.06 1.000 0.12 0.15 

  
75 0.00 0.973 0.00 0.00 

* % Strength refers to the incremental percentage of strength difference between 
residual and peak fully softened strengths 
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CHAPTER V 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

This study was focused on analyzing shallow slope failures in highly plastic clay soil 

with a target factor of safety of approximately 1 to model the failure condition. This was 

accomplished by varying the ru value while maintaining constant values of slope ratio, 

slope height, and soil strength for each individual analysis. The ru value was varied 

between 0 and 0.5 until a factor of safety value of approximately 1 was achieved. These 

analyses are summarized in Table 5 of Chapter IV as previously stated.  

The data presented in Table 5 are most useful for inferring the value of incremental shear 

strength between residual and peak fully softened strength which results in the most 

reasonable representation of pore pressure believed to exist at the time of failure for each 

individual condition analyzed. As previously stated, pore pressures represented by water 

at the ground surface and horizontal seepage flow (ru = 0.5) are essentially an extreme 

case that is believed to rarely if ever exist in embankment slopes such as highway 

embankments that do not retain bodies of water. For these types of embankment slopes, 

the only logical mechanism of creating a water surface within the slope is from 

infiltration of rainfall and surface runoff water.  
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Based on experience and field observations, an hw/h ratio in the range of 0.5 to 0.6 and 

parallel seepage flow is more realistic for the slope conditions considered in this study 

(Gregory 2011). Consequently, from the data in Table 5 one can infer the post-peak 

incremental strength percentage that is most applicable for each slope ratio and height, 

based upon hw/h ratios in the range of 0.5 to 0.6 with parallel flow. For example, for the 

3:1 slope ratio and 15-foot height the post-peak 75 percent incremental strength 

corresponds to an hw/h ratio of 0.62. At peak fully softened strength (100% incremental) 

the hw/h ratio required to produce failure is 0.76 which is well above that believed to be 

reasonable. This implies that at failure some portions of the failure surface have reached 

post-peak fully softened strength by the time peak fully softened strength has been 

mobilized along other portions of the failure surface due to non-uniform shear strain. 

Accordingly, the average strength along the failure surface at failure is 75 percent post-

peak incremental strength rather than peak strength.  

Another informative observation for the 3:1 slope of 15-feet in height is that for a post-

peak incremental strength of 25 percent the slope would fail with an hw/h ratio of only 

0.16. It is unlikely that a shear strain high enough to result in a post-peak incremental 

strength of only 25 percent would develop prior to failure with such a low hw/h ratio. The 

more likely scenario is that both the hw/h ratio and post-peak incremental strength would 

both be higher at failure. This is borne out by the fact that the vast majority of shallow 

slope failures occur during or shortly after periods of prolonged heavy rainfall. This 

further confirms that a post-peak incremental strength of 75 percent as previously stated is 

the most reasonable for this case. 
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Considering the results in Table 5 for the 35-foot tall 3:1 slope it can be observed that the 

slope would fail at peak fully softened strength (100% incremental) with no pore pressure 

(hw/h = 0). Since water would be expected to infiltrate into the slope and produce pore 

pressures (hw/h > 1) many times prior to the soil strength degrading to the fully softened 

state, this implies that the slope would fail at a shear strength value greater than peak 

fully softened. This is a reasonable assumption for this height of slope. This slope would 

require some type of reinforcement (i.e. soil nails, tiebacks, piers) to maintain long-term 

stability. 

The data in Table 5 for the 4:1 slope of 15 feet in height illustrate that for an hw/h ratio of 

0.62 the post-peak incremental strength would have to reduce to 25% to cause failure, 

which is an unlikely condition. This confirms the fact that 4:1 ratio slopes with heights of 

15 feet or less have performed reasonably well with few failures (Gregory 2011). 

Similar observations can be made for the other slope ratios and heights summarized in 

Table 5. These observations can be used to select power curve coefficients for the 

appropriate post-peak or peak incremental fully softened strengths summarized in 

Appendix D, for the particular conditions being analyzed. The data in Appendix D are 

only applicable for the soil group for which they were developed. 

The slope stability analyses in this study did not include residual shear strength since only 

first-time slides were considered. However, residual strengths were analyzed in the 

development of the power curves since it was necessary to have both residual and peak 

fully softened strength values in order to interpolate the 25, 50, and 75 percent 

incremental shear strength difference between residual and peak fully softened strengths. 
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This study did not focus directly on slope analysis for design of embankment slopes. 

However, the data can be used indirectly to gain an insight into this subject. The required 

factor of safety for most embankment slopes of the types considered in this study is 

typically in the range of 1.3 to 1.5. It can be observed from the data in Table 5 that 

virtually all the slopes considered, with the possible exception of the 4:1 slope with 

height of 15 feet, would require some type of reinforcement and/or extensive internal 

drainage system to achieve factors of safety in the range of 1.3 to 1.5. This is also borne 

out by field observation and experience (Gregory 2011). 
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CHAPTER VI 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

This study has provided evidence that first-time slides consisting of shallow slope failures 

in highly plastic clays where fully softened strength conditions have developed occur at 

an average shear strength along the failure surface that is greater than the residual value 

but less than the peak fully softened value. This is attributed to shear strain along portions 

of the failure surface in the field being large enough to cause portions of the failure 

surface to reach post-peak strength by the time other portions of the failure surface reach 

peak strength. Post-peak failure stress points taken near the inflection portion of the stress-

deformation curves from direct shear tests (Figure 5) typically occur at about 0.2 to 0.3 

inches of deformation. Considering an average of 0.25 inches of deformation and 

assuming that the average thickness of the shear surface in the direct shear test is 0.1 

inches, this results in a decimal shear strain of 2.5. Based upon observations of dissected 

shear surfaces in the field the thickness of the shear zone is typically in the range of 0.5 

inches to 1 inch (Gregory 1998, 2011). Accordingly, the deformation along the shear 

surface in the field required to reach the same post-peak failure stress as experienced in 

the laboratory is about 1.25 inches to 2.5 inches. This magnitude of movement has been 

observed many times in the field prior to failure, based upon observed movements and 
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tension cracks near the slope crest and in inclinometer measurements. Therefore, post-

peak fully softened strengths should be considered applicable under these conditions. 

Also, as previously discussed in this study the pore pressure values (related to hw/h ratios) 

associated with post-peak strengths appear to be more reasonable than those associated 

with peak fully softened strengths when used in stability analyses that produce factor of 

safety values of approximately 1 (failure). 

The results of slope stability analyses for the high plasticity clay soil group used in this 

study and summarized in Table 5 may be used to select the post-peak incremental fully 

softened strength value for the slope ratio and height being considered. The power curve 

coefficients matching the post-peak strength can then be selected from the table in 

Appendix D and these coefficients can then be used in slope stability analyses using 

curved strength envelopes. 

This research study is somewhat limited in scope and additional related research is 

needed. The additional research should include slope stability analyses using the other 

soil groups for which power curves were developed during this study but which were not 

included in the stability analyses. Instrumented slopes are desireable to provide more 

information on actual magnitudes of shear strains that may occur prior to failure. 

Additional laboratory shear tests on fully softened specimens are needed to provide more 

information on selection and interpretation of post-peak failure criteria. However, this 

study has provided information that can be used immediately in analyses of shallow slope 

failures in high plasticity clays where fully softened conditions are anticipated to develop 

and which involve similar soil groups and slope geometries as those included in this 

study. 
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